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Sangharsh is a 1999 Indian Hindi-language action
thriller film directed by S. Shankar, written by P. C.
Jeyamohan, and produced by Padmini Kolhapure.
The film stars Akshay Kumar in the titular role,
along with Preity Zinta and Ashutosh Rana.
Sangharsh is based on the true story of police
officer Reet (Preity Zinta) who joins the Central
Bureau of Investigation to investigate the
kidnapping and murders of children. Kumar plays
Professor Aman Varma, a criminal lawyer, who
advises her during the investigation. Sangharsh
(1999). Akshay Kumar, Preity Zinta, Ashutosh
Rana,Aman Verma,Vishwajeet Pradhan are.
Sangharsh is a Hindi film released on 03
September, 1999. With a tradition lasting over a
hundred years, Hindi cinema has seen countless.
Sangharsh(1999). Akshay Kumar Preity Zinta
Ashutosh Rana. Police in India are baffled over the
case of missing children, who bodies are later
found dead. The case is assigned to the Central
Bureau of Investigation, who entrust this matter to
the care of CBI Officer, Reet Oberoi (Preity Zinta).
Through extensive investigation Reet finds that
the assailant is Lajja Shankar Pandey (Ashutosh
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Rana), a religious fanatic, undeterred by the
attention he has generated over the child killings,
he continues to abduct children, and subsequently
sacrifice them. In order to get more information
about Pandey and his behaviour, Reet interviews
and then seeks the help of a jailed convict,
Professor Aman Varma (Akshaye Kumar), and
because of this unconventional approach, she
runs into problems, not only with the jail
authorities, the local police; the home ministry;
and Professor Varma himself. Things get worse
when the only child of the Home Minister is
abducted by Pandey, and Reet is asked to let go
of this investigation.
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sangharsh (1999) is a 1999 bollywood action
movie directed by tanuja chandra and produced

by prakash jha. it stars akshay kumar, preity
zinta, ashutosh rana. sangharsh (1999) is a 1999

bollywood action movie directed by tanuja
chandra and produced by prakash jha. the film

stars akshay kumar, preity zinta, ashutosh rana.
director: tanuja chandra. producer: prakash jha.
starring: akshay kumar, preity zinta, ashutosh

rana, aman verma. . it is a psychological thriller
directed by tanuja chandra and produced by

prakash jha. akshay kumar, preity zinta, ashutosh
rana,aman verma,vishwajeet pradhan are.
sangharsh is a hindi movie released on 03

september, 1999. with a tradition lasting over a
hundred years, hindi cinema has seen countless.
akshay kumar, preity zinta, ashutosh rana,aman
verma,vishwajeet pradhan are. sangharsh is a

1999 hindi movie directed by tanuja chandra. with
a tradition lasting over a hundred years, hindi
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cinema has seen countless. sangharsh stars:
akshay kumar, preity zinta, ashutosh rana; hindi;

03 sep, 1999. director: tanuja chandra; music
director: jatin lalit; produced by: mukesh bhatt;

director of photography: tapan chowdhury;
cinematographer: raman ghosh; editor: pradeep.

sangharsh is a 1999 hindi movie directed by
tanuja chandra and starring akshay kumar, preity
zinta and ashutosh rana. sangharsh (1999) songs,

lyrics & videos: sangharsh is a 1999 bollywood
hindi movie directed by tanuja chandra and

starring akshay kumar, preity zinta, ashutosh
rana, madan jain, vishwajeet pradhan, amarjeet
jha, ninad kamat. sangharsh 1999 hindi akshay

kumarpreity zintaashutosh rana 5ec8ef588b
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